Self-declaration of
Providers for participants in SIC & euroSIC
By means of a self-declaration
•

new providers apply for registration on the list “Providers for participants in SIC and euroSIC”
on the website of SIX Interbank Clearing Ltd and

•

changes are disclosed by the providers already on the list “Providers for participants in SIC and euroSIC” on
the website of SIX Interbank Clearing Ltd.

The providers have to state in particular which category applies to the services they are to provide as part of the
SIC/euroSIC system.
By specifying their contact details, the providers ensure that the relevant contact person can be reached in case
of any questions from SIX Interbank Clearing Ltd.

New admission

Mutation

Date

Company *

Address *

Contact *

Street, no.:

Department, person:

Postal code, City:

E-mail:

Phone no:

Link to the website related to the service:

Languages *

German

French

Italian

English

Banking software provider
Categories *

Banking software operator

Providing financial institutions with software for the

Operating (hosting) banking software for financial

purposes of participating in interbank payment

institutions for the purposes of participating in

transactions within the SIC/euroSIC system or

interbank payment transactions within the

planning to provide such software promptly in a

SIC/euroSIC system (outsourcing partner for bank

credible manner.

applications) or planning to operate such software
promptly in a credible manner.

Service bureau
Having a communication interface in the
SIC/euroSIC system and providing other services to
allow for submitting payments into the SIC/euroSIC
system or planning to do this promptly in a credible
manner.

Comments:

SIX Interbank Clearing AG, Hardturmstrasse 201, 8021 Zürich, www.six-group.com/interbank-clearing

Sensitivity: C1 Public

Declaration of consent: *
We agree to publishing the company name, link and category on the website of SIX Interbank Clearing
Ltd and to using the e-mail address for other communication measures of SIX BBS Ltd and SIX
Interbank Clearing Ltd. The provider’s contact details will be kept confidential and will not be disclosed
to any third parties without the provider’s explicit consent.

Valid signature
We confirm the correctness and completeness of the information provided with a legally valid signature.
Electronic signatures inserted via DocuSign are equivalent to the written form and are considered formally valid.

For the provider:

Place, date *

Legally valid signature(s) *
Name(s) *
Title(s) *

For questions regarding the self-declaration of service providers for participants in SIC & euroSIC, please
contact partner-management.bbs@six-group.com. The completed and legally valid signed self-declarations
should also be returned to the above-mentioned e-mail address. Thank you very much.

The input fields marked with * must be filled in. Thank you

SIX Interbank Clearing AG, Hardturmstrasse 201, 8021 Zürich, www.six-group.com/interbank-clearing

Sensitivity: C1 Public

